Featured Application: The proposed method is used to test the contour of a cylindrical lens and improve the performance of optical systems.
Introduction
The requirements for optical instruments are constantly increasing. Many optical instruments need one-dimensional shaping of the light source realized by cylindrical lenses. Cylindrical lenses have been widely used in high intensity laser systems and spectroscopic and interferometric devices. Their manufacturing processes, which include cutting, grinding, and polishing, are more complex and difficult than for spherical lenses [1, 2] . Therefore, quality control and characterization are required.
Tactile measurements are usually recorded with a coordinate measuring machine or a cylindricity measuring instrument. This technology is mature as has been in use for a long time. These methods are highly accurate and provide various error compensation, but only have a small number of sampling points in a certain direction [3] . Besides, it is necessary to be extraordinarily careful to avoid damaging the precision instrument.
Non-contact measurements are realized with optical interferometric techniques known for their high accuracy and dynamic measurement capability coupled with non-destructiveness. At present, plane and spherical interferometers, like that developed by Zygo Co. (Middlefield, CT, USA), are relatively accurate. However, there are some difficulties in using interferometry to measure large optical surfaces or high numerical apertures due to the problems in manufacturing reference optics for these purposes. The sub-aperture stitching technique [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] has to be applied in this case. In J Peng et al. [11, 12] , stitching interferometry of high numerical aperture cylindrical optics without using a fringe-nulling routine was proposed. An outgoing plane wave from an interferometer is converted into a cylindrical wave by using a Computer Generated Hologram (CGH) [13, 14] . Although this work simplified the measurement procedure without meeting the null test condition [8] , the described method cannot totally remove high-order errors. J Peng et al. [15] introduced the first order cylindrical coordinate transformation approximation method to measure the complete 360 • cylinder surface. The wavefront of the light carrying information on the large aperture was divided into several sub-parts, and the whole surface profile of the metal cylindrical shaft was obtained by the stitching algorithm. However, the sub-aperture stitching technique, based on the null test method, produces errors when the axes of the lens, the wavefront, and the rotation stage do not coincide with each other. A multi-dimensional adjustment device was used to satisfy the null test condition by adjusting the position of the axis of rotation and to obtain the interferogram with a minimal number of fringes in the measured part (sub-aperture) of the lens. The actual errors of the turntable movements can cause miss-arrangement of the sub-apertures. In order to overcome this problem, we propose an iterative algorithm to correct the mismatch and to establish an interferometric stitching measurement system for cylindrical lens examination, where a CGH cylinder null is used as the cylindrical wave converter. We obtain a more accurate stitching result of the surface of the cylindrical lens.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the principles of the stitching algorithm that have been used in the past. The interferometric system for cylindrical measurement is described in this section. Considering the adjustment errors caused by the null test, we describe a cylinder stitching model based on the iterative algorithm, which can constantly adjust the position of the sub-aperture in the global coordination. In Section 3, we compare the results of the simulations obtained using the proposed iterative algorithm with the traditional algorithms. The results of the proposed method show good performance, with the errors we added to the sub-apertures being almost eliminated. Section 4 is devoted to experimental measurements of a cylindrical lens, and the obtained data are processed with the iterative algorithm. Conclusions are drawn in the final section.
Principles

Experimental Setup and Error Analysis
In the null test, when the tested and reference surfaces have the same profile, the interferogram is a uniform zero fringe pattern. A non-zero fringe pattern indicates differences between the two surfaces. In order to minimize the misalignment aberrations during the null test, the sub-apertures must be adjusted so that the interferograms contain minimal fringes. In this paper, a CGH was chosen as a null corrector to measure the cylindrical lens. Figure 1 presents the cylindrical interferometric stitching system. Firstly, the plane wave from the interferometer is converted into a cylindrical wave by the CGH and projected on the cylindrical lens to be tested. Then, after interaction with the cylindrical lens surface, the reflected light returns to the CGH, where the cylindrical wavefront is converted into the plane wavefront and directed back into the interferometer. After, the discrepancy between the measured and reference cylindrical surfaces are obtained by analyzing the recorded interferograms. In order to measure cylindrical lenses with large apertures, it was necessary to have a CGH with a small f/number (the ratio of the system's focal length to the diameter of the entrance pupil, usually greater than 1). The CCH used in our experiment had a f/number of 3, which enables observation and detection within 20 • and, as a result, prevents obtaining the whole surface profile of a cylindrical lens by scanning once. The problem mentioned above is usually solved with the sub-aperture stitching technique [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Such an approach is also helpful for characterization of optical components with high numerical apertures. Multiple scanning of a sample requires preliminary planning of dividing the whole aperture into sub-apertures at different angles of observation. To ensure the whole tested surface is covered during the measurements and to control the stitching process, the adjacent segments from the sub-apertures must have overlapping regions. The reconstructed profiles of these overlapping regions have to be identical to smoothly and continuously supplement the information obtained from the non-overlapping regions.
In the measuring approach, we set the global Cartesian coordinate system so that the X-axis coincides with the focus of the CGH, the optical axis of the tested sample, and the axis of rotation of the rotatable stage (Figure 2a ). Z represents the direction of defocus and Y is the horizontal direction. Since the actual positions of the sub-apertures are unknown in the traditional algorithm [5] , we assumed that the areas covered by the sub-apertures were uniformly allocated on the tested surface. To obtain uniform allocations of the overlapped and non-overlapped regions, the rotation axis of the multi-dimensional adjustment device platform is adjusted with the optical axis of the cylinder and the focus of the CGH (Figure 2b ). However, in real situations, a deviation may exist in the adjustment. As a result, the mentioned three axes are usually mismatched. Sub-aperture data acquisition in the rotating process may introduce relative position errors, including: (1) turntable radial error caused by inaccuracies in ∆y The problem mentioned above is usually solved with the sub-aperture stitching technique [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Such an approach is also helpful for characterization of optical components with high numerical apertures. Multiple scanning of a sample requires preliminary planning of dividing the whole aperture into sub-apertures at different angles of observation. To ensure the whole tested surface is covered during the measurements and to control the stitching process, the adjacent segments from the sub-apertures must have overlapping regions. The reconstructed profiles of these overlapping regions have to be identical to smoothly and continuously supplement the information obtained from the non-overlapping regions.
In the measuring approach, we set the global Cartesian coordinate system so that the X-axis coincides with the focus of the CGH, the optical axis of the tested sample, and the axis of rotation of the rotatable stage (Figure 2a ). Z represents the direction of defocus and Y is the horizontal direction. Since the actual positions of the sub-apertures are unknown in the traditional algorithm [5] , we assumed that the areas covered by the sub-apertures were uniformly allocated on the tested surface. To obtain uniform allocations of the overlapped and non-overlapped regions, the rotation axis of the multi-dimensional adjustment device platform is adjusted with the optical axis of the cylinder and the focus of the CGH (Figure 2b ). The problem mentioned above is usually solved with the sub-aperture stitching technique [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Such an approach is also helpful for characterization of optical components with high numerical apertures. Multiple scanning of a sample requires preliminary planning of dividing the whole aperture into sub-apertures at different angles of observation. To ensure the whole tested surface is covered during the measurements and to control the stitching process, the adjacent segments from the sub-apertures must have overlapping regions. The reconstructed profiles of these overlapping regions have to be identical to smoothly and continuously supplement the information obtained from the non-overlapping regions.
In the measuring approach, we set the global Cartesian coordinate system so that the X-axis coincides with the focus of the CGH, the optical axis of the tested sample, and the axis of rotation of the rotatable stage (Figure 2a ). Z represents the direction of defocus and Y is the horizontal direction. Since the actual positions of the sub-apertures are unknown in the traditional algorithm [5] , we assumed that the areas covered by the sub-apertures were uniformly allocated on the tested surface. To obtain uniform allocations of the overlapped and non-overlapped regions, the rotation axis of the multi-dimensional adjustment device platform is adjusted with the optical axis of the cylinder and the focus of the CGH (Figure 2b ). However, in real situations, a deviation may exist in the adjustment. As a result, the mentioned three axes are usually mismatched. Sub-aperture data acquisition in the rotating process may introduce relative position errors, including: (1) turntable radial error caused by inaccuracies in ∆y However, in real situations, a deviation may exist in the adjustment. As a result, the mentioned three axes are usually mismatched. Sub-aperture data acquisition in the rotating process may introduce relative position errors, including: (1) turntable radial error caused by inaccuracies in ∆y and ∆z, (2) the turntable axial runout, caused by ∆x, (3) the rotating error of the turntable shaft caused by the change in ∆β and ∆γ ( Figure 2b) , and (4) the turntable angle error caused by the change in ∆α (Figure 2b ). The real coordinates on the surface of the cylindrical lens, ρ 2 , Θ 2 , and X 2 , can be expressed through the real coordinates, ρ 1 , Θ 1 , and X 1 , respectively, according to the following formula [16] :
Since the measured phase ϕ is associated with the lens surface, the radius can be replaced by the phase in this equation.
At present, the minimum resolution of a commercial precision turntable rotating stage is less than 1'. Such a low deviation cannot be registered by the camera in our experimental setup. Therefore, ∆α and ∆x can be ignored.
Stitching Algorithm for the Cylindrical Lens
Suppose that the entire cylindrical surface can be totally covered by N sub-apertures forming the N − 1 overlapping regions as shown in Figure 2a . Due to the non-ideality of the rotating stage and the position errors, each measurement after a rotation requires preliminary tuning for minimization of the fringes in the interferogram. This, in turn, forced us to describe the sample position during measurement with a correction based on the errors ∆z i , ∆y i , ∆γ i , and ∆β i .
Let the whole interferogram of the lens consist of M × K pixels. The results of the measurement of each sub-aperture can be represented by the matrix M × K, which includes the measured sub-aperture and the zero values. In particular, the data for the first sub-aperture characterized by ϕ 1 (Figure 2 ) are:
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
whereas the matrix characterizing the second sub-aperture is:
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0 · · · 0
The rows in the matrixes correspond to the data obtained along the X axis and the columns correspond to the data along the Θ axis. Due to the overlapping region between the two measurements, the exact positions of the measured values in Φ 2 can be determined only after comparing the maps of the first and second measurements and finding the exact overlapping region between them.
Since each element of the matrixes can be considered a function of X and Θ, the relative position error of adjacent sub-apertures can be eliminated using the correlation of the overlapping regions.
Within an overlapping region, the relationship between the relative position errors and the two sub-apertures can be expressed as:
Here, the sub-index min. and max. correspond to the minimum and maximum values, respectively. In order to simplify the calculation, it is preferable to transform Φ i into column vectors in advance. i + 1 should be in the range of 2 to N.
To produce the full aperture map of the tested cylindrical surface, the sum of the squared differences for all overlapping regions should be minimized simultaneously [8] in the following manner:
where the deviation of any two adjusted sub-apertures in the overlapping region should be small enough. Equation (3) can be transformed into a linear equation system. The misalignment error coefficients of the ith sub-aperture, which were mentioned in Section 2.1, can be formed as a 4 × 1 vector R i :
where the superscript T denotes the transpose operation. For the ith sub-aperture measurements, we construct a 4 × 1 vector P i :
which is associated with the overlapping regions of the sub-aperture. Here, for the first sub-aperture (i = 1), the first part of the right side of Equation (5) is zero, whereas for the Nth sub-aperture (i = N), the second part of the right side of Equation (5) is zero. The f i,i±1 in Equation (5) is expressed as:
where X and Θ are related to a and b in the overlapping region as defined above, respectively. Then, a 4 × 4 matrix Q i,i±1 is built with f i,i±1 :
Combining Equations (4)- (7) and choosing the mth sub-aperture (m ∈ [1, N]) as a benchmark sub-aperture, it is possible to rewrite Equation (3):
The right side of Equation (8) is a product of the 4(N − 1) × 4(N − 1) matrix by the 4(N − 1) × 1 vector, where the benchmark sub-aperture is not included. By calculating Equation (8), it is possible to find the position error R i . After that, the stitching map of the whole surfaceφ can be performed as the right array division by dividing each element of the sum of the corrected sub-apertures by the corresponding element of the sum of mask:
where mask i is a matrix with M × K elements that equals 1 or 0. Positions of the nonzero elements coincide with the positions of the measured values ϕ i M,L in Φ i . For example, the mask 1 is:
1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 1 1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0
Iterative Algorithm for the Cylindrical Sub-Aperture
The surface profile of the high high-numerical-aperture (NA) cylindrical lens obtained by stitching the collected phase data with the approach described in Section 2.2 may not immediately have a seamless result. One of the reasons for this is that the restriction by the first order of the Taylor expansion in Equation (1). Besides, the cylindrical lens is not a closed surface, and unlike the cylindrical shaft, it lacks some constraints in the circumference direction. To produce better stitching, an iterative algorithm that enables us to make constant adjustments to the position of each sub-aperture is preferred. This can be realized by applying the least square method for finding the position errors R i according to Equation (8) . Then, the position errors R i are substituted into the Rigid Body Transformation to correct the mismatch of the sub-apertures. After correcting the sub-apertures, the new corrected position errors R i are calculated. The loop with the iterations enables us to get more reliable results. The specific steps of the algorithm are as follows:
Step 1. Assume that the measuring aperture is arranged in space according to the preset coordinates. Then, the initial values of the cumulative errors have to be set as Err 0 i = ∆z 0 i , ∆y 0 i , ∆γ 0 i , ∆β 0 i = (0, 0, 0, 0). The initial phase values ϕ 0 i = ϕ i are the phase data measured by the interferometer. The superscript denotes a current iteration number, and the subscript i denotes the number of sub-apertures.
Step 2. Substitute θ, X, and ϕ (t) i into Equation (8) to obtain the least squares solution
, which is the error vector in the cylindrical coordination system. The superscript t denotes the iteration number, t = 0, 1, 2 . . ..
Step 3. Find a new corrected Err (t+1) i according to the equation:
Step 4. Change ϕ (t) i into Cartesian coordinate sand substitute it into the transformation matrix, which includes the coefficient R t i . After that, change the coordinate back into the cylindrical coordination:
where T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , and T 4 are the transformation matrixes taking R (t+1) i into account, and I is the unity matrix.
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Step 5. Repeat the steps described above until R (t+1) i is less than the threshold or reaches the iteration number (usually 10 −3 µm or 3 iterations according to practical experience). Then we can obtain a more reliable result for ϕ (t+1) i .
Simulation
In order to estimate the accuracy of the proposed method, we carried out a stitching interferometry simulation for a high-NA cylindrical surface using MATLAB (MathWorks. Inc, Natick, MA, USA). First, a cylindrical surface 50 mm high and a radius of 26.4 mm was built (Figure 3a) . The angular aperture equaled 102 • . Then, the simulated surface was divided into eight equal fragments, each of which was observed under a sub-aperture of about 18 • . The rotation angle of each fragment was 12 • , and the overlapping region was 6 • . Each fragment was associated with its own position error as shown in Table 1 . The fourth fragment (sub-aperture) was chosen as the benchmark; therefore, its error was zero. Besides, because the errors ∆x and ∆α were negligible, they were set zero. The errors given in the table correspond to the actual situation in the measurement. 
was 12°, and the overlapping region was 6°. Each fragment was associated with its own position error as shown in Table 1 . The fourth fragment (sub-aperture) was chosen as the benchmark; therefore, its error was zero. Besides, because the errors Δ and ∆ were negligible, they were set zero. The errors given in the table correspond to the actual situation in the measurement. After obtaining the sub-aperture with different position errors (Figure 3b ), it was necessary to stitch them using iterations if necessary (Figure 4a,b ). Subtracting the obtained data (Figure 4a ,b) from the simulated data ( Figure 3a ) enabled us to see that the peaks-and-valleys (PV) value and the root mean square (RMS) value of the stitching result without using the iterative method are larger than those obtained using the iterative method. The PV value of the residual error ( Figure 3d ) was 0.023 m and the RMS value was 0.000 μm, which means that the sub-apertures were correctly stitched. Because the curve of the lens was not closed, some constraints in the circumference direction were lacking. So, the errors produced by the traditional method cannot be eliminated totally, especially when there is an error near the boundary. Through iterations, this situation will improve. The final value of the residual error is affected by the size of the pixel. After obtaining the sub-aperture with different position errors (Figure 3b ), it was necessary to stitch them using iterations if necessary (Figure 4a,b ). Subtracting the obtained data (Figure 4a ,b) from the simulated data (Figure 3a ) enabled us to see that the peaks-and-valleys (PV) value and the root mean square (RMS) value of the stitching result without using the iterative method are larger than those obtained using the iterative method. The PV value of the residual error (Figure 3d ) was 0.023 µm and the RMS value was 0.000 µm, which means that the sub-apertures were correctly stitched. Because the curve of the lens was not closed, some constraints in the circumference direction were lacking. So, the errors produced by the traditional method cannot be eliminated totally, especially when there is an error near the boundary. Through iterations, this situation will improve. The final value of the residual error is affected by the size of the pixel. 
Experimental Demonstration
Experimental measurements were carried out to verify the practicality of the proposed algorithm. The experimental arrangement consisted of a Fizeau interferometer (Zygo GPI/XP 4, Zygo, Middlefield, CT, USA), a CGH cylinder null (H80F3C, Diffraction international, Minnetonka, MN, USA) and a multi-dimensional adjustment stage ( Figure 5 ). A CGH cylinder null, 80 mm high × 80 mm wide, was used as the cylindrical wavefront converter of the interference system. The maximum measurable aperture angle was nearly 18.9° (the treatment of the image borders led to a measured angle less than 20 degrees). The cylindrical lens was 53 mm high × 50.8 mm wide and curvature radius was 26.4 mm. For obtaining the whole surface of the cylindrical lens, we collected 13 sub-apertures and set the rotation angle to 12°. We did not strictly align the lens, so after each rotation, the fringe of interferogram was too dense to be analyzed. So, we manually tilted and leveled the sub-aperture to obtain an interferogram that was near to non-fringe. Then, the remaining position errors were calculated through the iterations. 
Experimental measurements were carried out to verify the practicality of the proposed algorithm. The experimental arrangement consisted of a Fizeau interferometer (Zygo GPI/XP 4, Zygo, Middlefield, CT, USA), a CGH cylinder null (H80F3C, Diffraction international, Minnetonka, MN, USA) and a multi-dimensional adjustment stage ( Figure 5) . A CGH cylinder null, 80 mm high × 80 mm wide, was used as the cylindrical wavefront converter of the interference system. The maximum measurable aperture angle was nearly 18.9 • (the treatment of the image borders led to a measured angle less than 20 degrees). The cylindrical lens was 53 mm high × 50.8 mm wide and curvature radius was 26.4 mm. For obtaining the whole surface of the cylindrical lens, we collected 13 sub-apertures and set the rotation angle to 12 • . We did not strictly align the lens, so after each rotation, the fringe of interferogram was too dense to be analyzed. So, we manually tilted and leveled the sub-aperture to obtain an interferogram that was near to non-fringe. Then, the remaining position errors were calculated through the iterations. Figure 6 shows the phase maps and interferograms of the acquired sub-aperture. In order to meet the condition of the null test, we ensured that the fringe was small enough to make the ideal cylindrical wavefront and cylindrical lens coincide. The remaining fringes were caused by the contour deviation and remaining position errors.
angle less than 20 degrees). The cylindrical lens was 53 mm high × 50.8 mm wide and curvature radius was 26.4 mm. For obtaining the whole surface of the cylindrical lens, we collected 13 sub-apertures and set the rotation angle to 12°. We did not strictly align the lens, so after each rotation, the fringe of interferogram was too dense to be analyzed. So, we manually tilted and leveled the sub-aperture to obtain an interferogram that was near to non-fringe. Then, the remaining position errors were calculated through the iterations. Figure 6 shows the phase maps and interferograms of the acquired sub-aperture. In order to meet the condition of the null test, we ensured that the fringe was small enough to make the ideal cylindrical wavefront and cylindrical lens coincide. The remaining fringes were caused by the contour deviation and remaining position errors. The stitching result map without the iterations is depicted in Figure 7a , where the stitching marks can be seen. Accordingly, the result map after three iterations ( Figure 7b ) was seamless, the PV value of the stitching result was 1.003 μm, and the RMS value was 0.174 μm. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed stitching method, we observed the variation in the mismatch map within the overlapping regions, as shown in Figure 7c ,d. The variation was determined by calculating the radial deviations of the corresponding points in the overlapping region, and can be thought of as the residual noise following stitching process. The PV value of the residual error without iterations was 0.619 μm and the RMS value was 0.029 μm. The RMS value obtained with the proposed method was 0.005 μm. This confirms that the proposed stitching model can eliminate the discrepancies among the overlapping regions. The invalid points in Figure 7a were caused by the spurious fringe in the central sub-aperture. Due to the interpolation process in the coordinate transformation, there was no invalid point in the middle part of the stitching result shown in Figure 7b The stitching result map without the iterations is depicted in Figure 7a , where the stitching marks can be seen. Accordingly, the result map after three iterations ( Figure 7b ) was seamless, the PV value of the stitching result was 1.003 µm, and the RMS value was 0.174 µm. To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed stitching method, we observed the variation in the mismatch map within the overlapping regions, as shown in Figure 7c ,d. The variation was determined by calculating the radial deviations of the corresponding points in the overlapping region, and can be thought of as the residual noise following stitching process. The PV value of the residual error without iterations was 0.619 µm and the RMS value was 0.029 µm. The RMS value obtained with the proposed method was 0.005 µm. This confirms that the proposed stitching model can eliminate the discrepancies among the overlapping regions. The invalid points in Figure 7a were caused by the spurious fringe in the central sub-aperture. Due to the interpolation process in the coordinate transformation, there was no invalid point in the middle part of the stitching result shown in Figure 7b .
In order to evaluate the reliability of the proposed algorithm, we carried out 10 iterations of the experimental data and compared the coefficients of the sub-aperture adjustment for each iteration of the two sub-apertures. The experimental data ( Figure 8 ) showed that after three iterations, the y-direction and z-direction errors were stabilized within a very small range. From the graph, for the whole experimental system and its operation, the rotation errors around the Y and Z axes were relatively small. the residual noise following stitching process. The PV value of the residual error without iterations was 0.619 μm and the RMS value was 0.029 μm. The RMS value obtained with the proposed method was 0.005 μm. This confirms that the proposed stitching model can eliminate the discrepancies among the overlapping regions. The invalid points in Figure 7a were caused by the spurious fringe in the central sub-aperture. Due to the interpolation process in the coordinate transformation, there was no invalid point in the middle part of the stitching result shown in Figure 7b . In order to evaluate the reliability of the proposed algorithm, we carried out 10 iterations of the experimental data and compared the coefficients of the sub-aperture adjustment for each iteration of the two sub-apertures. The experimental data (Figure 8 ) showed that after three iterations, the y- Table 2 summaries the position error of three iterations and Figure 9 shows an interferogram of . As the ninth sub-aperture was chosen as the benchmark, the 24° interferogram is not shown. Compared with the number of fringes in the pattern in Figure 6a , the value of the position error is near the magnitude of the contour of the lens. The position errors of the first few sub-apertures are quite large, which is consistent with the result in Figure 7c . Because the smallest reading value of the tilt stage was 1° and the resolution was 18'', the precision angles of manual adjustment could not be obtained. However, through the simulation according to the fringe number before manual adjustment, the range of the manually tilt angle was about ±10′ , and the horizontally motion was about ±200 μm. Table 2 summaries the position error Err k i of three iterations and Figure 9 shows an interferogram of Err k i . As the ninth sub-aperture was chosen as the benchmark, the 24 • interferogram is not shown. Compared with the number of fringes in the pattern in Figure 6a , the value of the position error is near the magnitude of the contour of the lens. The position errors of the first few sub-apertures are quite large, which is consistent with the result in Figure 7c . Because the smallest reading value of the tilt stage was 1 • and the resolution was 18", the precision angles of manual adjustment could not be obtained. However, through the simulation according to the fringe number before manual adjustment, the range of the manually tilt angle was about ±10 , and the horizontally motion was about ±200 µm. 9 . The interferogram of translation error . Figure 9 . The interferogram of translation error Err k i .
Finally, to verify the robustness of the algorithm, the lens was measured eight times, with or without the iteration to compare the residual errors ( Figure 10 ). The PV value and the RMS value of the residual error solved by iteration method were, as a rule, kept within a stable range, which further verifies the high reliability of the measurement. Finally, to verify the robustness of the algorithm, the lens was measured eight times, with or without the iteration to compare the residual errors ( Figure 10 ). The PV value and the RMS value of the residual error solved by iteration method were, as a rule, kept within a stable range, which further verifies the high reliability of the measurement. From the experiment, the stitching result obtained by our algorithm has advantages in comparison with the traditional technique. Among the next practical steps for improving the proposed method include slight modifications and adaptation for characterization of complex structured materials and surfaces [17, 18] as well as for inline quality control in a product line [19] , which is often highly required in mass production of optical components.
Conclusions
An iterative stitching algorithm was proposed in this study for data processing of interferometric measurements of cylindrical surfaces. The technique was demonstrated with an example by determining the surface topography of a cylindrical lens with high NA. By constantly calculating the deviation of the measured overlapping region and then adjusting the position of each sub-aperture, the obtained experimental results had fewer residual errors than when using the traditional method. Possible registered miss-arrangements during measurement were corrected in the data processing. The advantages of this new method enable achieving higher reasonability and reliability than the traditional techniques. The calculation results quickly converge, but the improvement in accuracy is not obvious with increasing numbers of iterations. In addition, due to the high accuracy of the experimental device, a higher number of iterations was not required. From the experiment, the stitching result obtained by our algorithm has advantages in comparison with the traditional technique. Among the next practical steps for improving the proposed method include slight modifications and adaptation for characterization of complex structured materials and surfaces [17, 18] as well as for inline quality control in a product line [19] , which is often highly required in mass production of optical components.
An iterative stitching algorithm was proposed in this study for data processing of interferometric measurements of cylindrical surfaces. The technique was demonstrated with an example by determining the surface topography of a cylindrical lens with high NA. By constantly calculating the deviation of the measured overlapping region and then adjusting the position of each sub-aperture, the obtained experimental results had fewer residual errors than when using the traditional method. Possible registered miss-arrangements during measurement were corrected in the data processing. The advantages of this new method enable achieving higher reasonability and reliability than the traditional techniques. The calculation results quickly converge, but the improvement in accuracy is not obvious with increasing numbers of iterations. In addition, due to the high accuracy of the experimental device, a higher number of iterations was not required. 
